
2x beach ball racket

2x ball

1x sheet of 120 grit sandpaper 

2 m jute rope

2 x 25 cm cotton rope 

1x jute bag

What you will also need:

a scissor

paint of your choice

some tape

sanding block (optional, makes 
sanding easier)
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DIY-KIT 
Beachball

We'll get you ready for a visit to the beach. With our 
DIY-Kit, you can build your very own beachball racket in a few 
simple steps.

Treat yourself to a creative break at home and let your creativity 
run wild before you go to the beach or in the park with your 
self-created beach ball set. 

We look forward to seeing your great result! 

FANCY A SUMMERY-DIY? 
DESIGN YOUR VERY OWN BEACHBALL SET! 

Follow HORST
Instagram: @horst.diy
Facebook: @horstdiy
Pinterest: @horstdiy

#Horstingathome

HORST DIY Concepts GmbH
Poppenbütteler Weg 25
22339 Hamburg
040 299 967 153
E-Mail: moin@horst.com
WWW.HORST.COM

Get more Information on our Website.

You can find more DIY-Kits at: horst.com/collections/diy-kits
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Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Sand the sides of the beach ball rackets with the included 
sandpaper and make them smooth. A sanding block makes 
your work easier. 

HORST's tip: always sand with the grain.

Time to get creative! 
You can use masking tape for straight lines and geometric 
cut-outs. Press the masking tape down well to prevent paint 
from running underneath and to create a clean edge. 

Paint or spray your rackets and give them a great design.
If you like your racket better in a wooden look, we 
recommend that you apply a protective layer in the form of 
clear varnish or oil. 

Take 25 cm of cotton rope and tie a carrying loop for 
each racket by threading it through the pre-drilled hole in 
the racket handle and knotting the ends together. 

Cut the enclosed jute ribbon in half so that you have 
about 1 m for each racket. 

Now wrap the jute ribbon around the handle of each 
racket so that they fit better in your hand later. Wrap 
diagonally up or down and back again to cover the 
area of about a hand's width. Start and finish with a 
knot. To do this, cut the ends with scissors like a banda-
ge, wrap the thin ribbons around the handle and knot 
them together. 

Tadaa - your beach ball set is ready. 

Ready!
And with that, you've already done it!

Show us your result on Instagram. Just tag us with
@horst.diy in your post - we're excited!

This diy-Kit was packed with love in 
Hamburg Bahrenfeld

Step 4


